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Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

Starting point: the (fairly) early universe which is:
 <1000 years old
 temperature >>3000K
 density fluctuations 10-5

 contains: dark matter; photons; baryons; neutrinos

At this temperature the photons and baryons are coupled through
Compton scattering

Standard theory: structure formation occurs through gravitational
instability

But the process is complicated by the behaviour of the photon-baryon
fluid



The evolution of a point-like initial perturbation:

The neutrinos stream away
from the initial perturbation.

The dark matter interacts via
gravity and has no intrinsic
motion.

For the photon-baryon fluid
the initial overdensity is also
an initial overpressure. This
results in an expanding
spherical sound wave in this
perturbation.

At ~400,000y temperature
drops so Compton scattering
is no longer efficient. The
pressure wave slows then
stalls.

The dark matter and the baryons continue to
interact via gravity: the spherical shell of the baryon
perturbation imprints itself in the dark matter
distribution - giving a characteristic scale.

Daniel Eisenstein



How is this observed?

Galaxies form in the regions that are
overdense in baryons and dark matter;
this is driven by where the initial
overdensities were.

Hence, there should be an small excess
of galaxies at a characteristic scale
away from other galaxies.

This is seen as a single peak in the
correlation function of galaxies.

Alternatively, with the power spectrum
statistic, then the effect is seen as a series
of acoustic oscillations.

Eisenstein et al. 2005



What do we learn for cosmology?

 Evidence that structure grows via
gravitational instability following linear
perturbation theory.

 Strong evidence for the presence of dark
matter

 About dark energy: using the
characteristic scale as a standard rod to
probe the geometry of the universe



Current BAO constraints -
spectroscopic sample from SDSS/2dF

Percival et al. (2009) used
SDSS LRG & Main galaxy

samples+2dfGRS
w = -0.97± 0.17 (inc. WMAP5)



Current BAO constraints -
photometric sample from SDSS

 Blake et al. 2007 detect
BAO with a statistical
significance of less than 3-σ

 Padmanabhan et al. 2007
found evidence for BAO in the
power spectrum and in fits to
the baryon density at a 2.5-σ
confidence level.



LSST: deep-wide-fast
 Large ground based wide field telescope:

8.4m, 9.6 deg2 FOV
 Cerro Pachón in Northern Chile
 6 bands: u,g,r,i,z,y (320-1050 nm)
 Sky coverage: 20,000 sq. degrees
 5σ depth for point sources of r~24.5
 After 10 years, 1000 visits (2x15s

exposures): coadded map to r~27.5
 Four main science themes:

 probing dark energy and dark matter
 taking an inventory of the Solar System
 exploring the transient optical sky
 mapping the Milky Way.

 First light expected in 2014

For more information see the
LSST Science Book:

http://www.lsst.org/lsst/scibook
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Comparing BigBOSS spectroscopic survey and
LSST photometric survey
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Simulation summary

Observed galaxy luminosity
functions by type

GOODS survey
Dahlen et al. 2005

absolute magnitude

Φ(M)

Assume cosmology ->
matter power spectrum

Generate 3D cuboid
volume of over-densities

Galaxy type
template SEDs

Integrate total Φ(M): relate over-
density to number density of
galaxies

Distribute absolute magnitudes
according to Φ(M):

Distribute galaxy types
according to relative Φ(M)ʼs

Using SED+absolute
magnitude compute reverse
K-correction

Calculate apparent
magnitude observed through
each LSST filter

Have catalogue of galaxy
observations (µm)0.1 1.0



Comparison with GOODS

 We simulate data from 0<z<6 over an area of
~1000 square arcminutes

 We compare observed GOODS vs simulated:

 Luminosity functions

 Number counts

 Color distributions



GOODS Luminosity Functions

 Compare
distribution of
simulated MB
with analytic
luminosity
functions as
found in Dahlen
et al. (2005)

 Φ(MB)vs MB
 All types, Early

types, Late
types, Starburst



GOODS number counts

B band R band



GOODS B-R color distribution

Bright galaxies Faint galaxies



Early simulation result: photo-z

We simulated a smaller
survey to start with:
 5 Gpc3

 0.7<zspec<1.4
 100 visits

zphot-zspec distributions
with fitted Gaussians for 3
redshift slices:
 Normalised to 1
 Centered at center of
redshift slice



Early simulation result: photo-z

σz vs zc bias vs zc



Computing the power spectrum P(k)

 Need to convert distribution of galaxies to distribution
of overdensities:
 Transform redshifts to distances
 Place each galaxy onto a grid scaled to cover the survey

 Fourier transform galaxy overdensity field, correct for
pixel size, subtract shot noise & renormalise

 Correct for “damping” in radial direction by photo-z
errors

 P(k) is calculated by averaging over spherical k-
space shells

 Random catalogs are used to deconvolve the
photometric redshift errors and selection effects



Early simulation result - 3D P(k)

Smaller survey:

 5 Gpc3

 0.7<z<1.4

 2.6x107 galaxies

 Split into 16 redshift
bins, width ∆z=0.05

 3% precision on
acoustic scale

 Equivalent to 0.4%
precision for LSST
volume



Fitting the BAO scale

 We use the “wiggles only” method
 Divide measured power spectrum by a smooth

reference spectrum (Eisenstein & Hu 1998 no-
wiggles fitting formula)

 Wiggles only power spectrum is well approximated
by a decaying sinusoid:

 ka is the acoustic scale



Fitting the BAO scale

BigBOSS: ∆ka/ka =0.3%, LSST: ∆ka/ka =0.6% (0.3% if σz=0.01)

BigBOSS LSST

σz=0.03



Constraints on Dark Energy

 The error on the acoustic scale ka is equivalent to an error
on the distance to the effective survey redshift:
 ∆ka ≡ ∆d(zeff)

 The distance depends on dark energy parameters:
 d(z; ΩΛ,w0,wa, ….)

 So:
  ∆ka/ka = 0.3% (BigBOSS/LSST optimistic)             ∆w = 2%
  ∆ka/ka = 0.6% (LSST conservative)           ∆w = 3%
  ∆ka/ka = 3% (current 5 Gpc3 simulation) ∆w = 16%



Conclusions

 LSST competitive with BigBoss even on BAO scale,
superior at large scales
  ∆ka/ka = 0.3% (BigBOSS/LSST optimistic)
  ∆ka/ka = 0.6% (LSST conservative)

 Simulation produces a realistic observed galaxy catalog
 Computation of photometric redshifts produces

expected error distribution
 Shown that a direct 3d power spectrum estimation with

photometric redshifts can produce a reasonable
constraint on kBAO
  ∆ka/ka = 3%



Future work: building up the simulation

 Include non-linear effects (N-body simulation)
 How to populate halos with galaxies?

 Observed 2 point correlation functions
 Galaxy formation models?
 Both?

 SED library & observed LF: how do these choices affect
the simulated observations?

 Reddening law: how best to model host galaxy
extinction?

 Best way to measure BAO: power spectrum, correlation
function, spherical harmonics?


